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ABSTRACTION

TNI-AL Museum are The assumption will be a TNI-AL which will be a further tour of Monument Submarine (Monkasel), which will be used as a display of goods that have historical value on the TNI-AL which aims to grow public appreciation, and also a world center of information about the TNI-AL in book form or in the form of exploring the virtual world (internet).

At the Museum of TNI-AL there are two different showrooms, showroom of indoor and outdoor. Indoor exhibition contains guns and armor, while the outdoor showroom includes tanks and vehicles of war. Other than that there is a library and internet room that is used to increase the knowledge of visitors about the TNI-AL. There is also an additional facility of 3D movies that will be used to play historical films about the TNI-AL. 3D cinema is designed so that visitors can feel as if directly historical events of the TNI-AL.